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“GREAT!”
“ DETER THOSE…WHO MIGHT SEIZE AN 

OPPORTUNITY TO PREY ON OTHERS.”
“ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY”

- OAKLAND CHIEF OF POLICE



“A POLICE STATE WITH 
SURVEILLANCE.”

OAKLAND PROTESTER











Other strategies:

■ Attacks to 4th Amendment Protections against warrantless search and seizure
■ Proving discrimination based on map
■ Attacks to First Amendment Protections to free speech

– City council approved restrictions to protest at the same time they approved 
funding for DAC

■ Land Codes
■ Overblown efficacy of technology
■ Anti-Democratic practices



Several Strategies: Land Codes

■ “SAIC was still involved in nuclear weapons when this contract came before you, and 
you knew that. So, to go through with this is also against the Nuclear Free Zone 
Policy. And I would like to know, since you did go through with it, if they are being 
fined the 500 thousand dollars that they should have been fined because they were 
not within their own guidelines. 

– “Domain Awareness Center - Oakland - LocalWiki.”



Several Strategies: Efficacy

■ “There is no solid evidence that mass surveillance such as being proposed by the 
DAC prevents crime—especially violent crime. This is a myth propagated by 
companies that want to sell DAC technologies to every city and town across the 
country, making bazillions in profits from your tax dollars to no effect. It is a myth 
that is eagerly lapped up by police and politicians who want to ‘do something’ about 
crime instead of investing long-term in education and living-wage jobs, the real 
crime reduction strategies.”



Several Strategies: “the inverse of 
democracy”
■ “How did it get like this? It gets like this when we sit down, and we don’t say 

anything, and we let people support the DAC, and we don’t protest. And we say this 
is how democracy works. This is not democracy. Last time we were here, there were 
more people on the agenda than any other meeting item by a factor of 5 and we got 
pushed back. I was told that if we had more people we would be pushed back so far 
that we wouldn’t be able to speak. This is not democracy. This is the inverse of 
democracy! It’s the exact opposite.”
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